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The city of Karlsruhe and Surroundings
Karlsruhe
From street festivals and open air concerts, exhibitions,
cultural and leisure facilities to restaurants, cafés and
clubs – there’s a lot to discover in Karlsruhe. The city
with its castle in the center and architecture dating from
the last centuries, offers a variety of cultural and tourist
attractions in addition to its fascinating history. Museums,
theatres, cinemas, and festivals provide a rich variety.
>>https://www.karlsruhe.de/int.en
With over 300.000 inhabitants of which 43.000 are
students there is always something to do. The castle in
the city center is surrounded by a stunning park. You will
find many students meeting friends there. The evenings
are often spent in one of the many bars and clubs.
>>https://www.karlsruhe-erleben.de/en/culinarydelights/clubs
The city is full of parks and tranquil retreats. Over 800
hectares of public parks and green spaces – such as the
Palace Gardens with the botanical garden and the zoo in
the City Garden – invite people to stroll and relax.
>>https://www.karlsruhe-erleben.de/en/freetime/parksgardens

Food and Bars

shopping pleasure is guaranteed. In addition, there are
numerous small shops and cozy cafés in the side streets
for breaks to discover during breaks.
>>https://www.karlsruhe-erleben.de/en/shopping

Transport Connections
Karlsruhe is very conveniently located and can be
reached by car via the A5, A8 and A65 highways.
With over 130 long-distance trains daily, Karlsruhe is
also a hub for ICE, InterCity, EuroCity and InterRegio
connections. The airport Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden is
about 30 minutes away by car, the airports Frankfurt,
Stuttgart and Strasbourg about 50 - 60 minutes.
>>Local transportation
>>Regional transport
>>Baden Airport, Stuttgart Airport, Frankfurt Airport

Sourroundings of Karlsruhe
Located on the border to France, between the Rhine
River and the Black Forest, the region around Karlsruhe
also offers many excursion destinations. Whether a
day at the lake, a hike through the beautiful nature or a
day in nearby Strasbourg, there is something to do for
everyone!

In the close surroundings of Karlshochschule there are
many cafés and restaurants where you can eat for € 5 to
€ 7 per meal. The cuisine is international. You will find all
kinds of restaurants from all over the world.
>>https://www.karlsruhe-erleben.de/en/culinarydelights/restaurants

Here you can find cities worth seeing:
>>Baden-Baden		
> Lake Constance
>>Bad Herrenalb		
> Maulbronn
>>Bruchsal		 > Schwetzingen
>>Freiburg		 > Speyer
>>Freudenstadt		
> Strasbourg
>>Heidelberg

Shopping

We are happy to support you personally

Thanks to the shopping centers Ettlinger Tor and
Postgalerie, as well as Badens longest shopping mile,

Phone: +49 721 48095 0
Email: admissions@karlshochschule.de

https://www.karlshochschule.de/en/society/further-information/karlsruhe/

